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QUESTION 1

Identify four characteristics of a cost element. 

A. Users can define any number of cost elements. 

B. It is the most granular level of cost captured by upstream systems such as procurement, accounts payable, and
manufacturing. 

C. It is the granularity at which costs are tracked and accounted. 

D. It is user-defined. 

E. The mapping of cost components into cost elements is user-defined. 

F. It uses date effectivity. 

Correct Answer: BDEF 

 

QUESTION 2

An invoice is created in a foreign currency. The invoice is not paid until several weeks later. By then, the 

currency conversion rate has changed. 

How do you get the journal line rule to calculate the gain or loss? 

A. Create a foreign reporting currency to track gain/loss. 

B. Create a secondary ledger to track gain/loss. 

C. Turn on the Subledger Gain or Loss Option. 

D. Subledger Accounting is already set up to process it. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Your client wants to turn on summary for GL posting, but they want the Subledger Accounting to contain 

every transaction unsummarized for detailed analysis and drill down. 

How do you accomplish this? 

A. Turn off merge matching lines in the journal line rule. 

B. Turn off the summarize flag in the journal line rule. 

C. Write a custom report. 
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D. Turn on detailed posting for GL in the ledger setup. 

E. Extract distribution accounting entries. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

After "Cost Accounting Processor" has processed the physical inventory classification of transactions which transaction
types will it process next? 

A. In-transit 

B. Retro-reprice 

C. Adjustments 

D. Overhead 

E. Cost of Goods Sold 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

In which two scenarios would you define account rules based on value sets? 

A. When a chart of accounts is assigned to the value set definition 

B. When a secondary ledger has a different COA 

C. In the absence of a chart of accounts on the accounting method 

D. When there is a mapping set to convert the accounts 

E. If a segment shares the same value set across multiple chart of accounts 

Correct Answer: DE 
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